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Lex Luthor and The Joker working together for evil? I can get behind
that. What might be harder to swallow is Lex Luthor and The Jester
(alternate Joker) working for the good of man, but that’s just what we
have in Justice League: Crisis on Two Earths . The good Luthor came
from an alternate universe asking for help. It seems that, in his world,
Lex is the good guy and the Crime Syndicate has taken over with their
brand of evil.
It was fascinating to see the alternate versions of the well-known good
guys. Superwoman, Owlman, Johnny Quick, Ultraman, Power Ring, and
more show us what can happen when good guys go bad. With the
threat of nuclear war hanging over this world and Owlman’s Quantum
Eigenstate Device (QED) nearing completion, it’s a fight to see if either
side will win before they’re both blown to bits.
But then again, why destroy one world when you can destroy more?
There are infinite universes out there and Owlman seeks to end them all. That’s the ultimate threat the the
Justice League must fight against or else they’ll have no home to return to. Of course the good guys win, but it’s
a fun ride to the conclusion!
I’ve always enjoyed seeing how alternate universes are different than our own. When you take iconic heroes and
flip them, that’s bound to be ultimately interesting. The voice cast alone is enough to carry you through. With the
likes of William Baldwin (Batman), Mark Harmon (Superman), Chris Noth (Lex Luthor), Gina Torres
(Superwoman), James Woods (Owlman), and many more you may find yourself saying “hey, isn’t that?” more
than once. I was constantly entertained.
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